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I. INTRODUCTION

The right to information is a powerful counterweight to government secrecy, vital to protecting the public from government overreach, waste, and abuse. For over 50 years, the federal law that has secured this right in the United States is the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) – used by journalists, advocates, and the public to shine light on government actions carried out in our name, but without our knowledge. FOIA is a pivotal gateway to government transparency and is used extensively by organizations in the Open the Government (OTG) coalition to fuel advocacy campaigns and advance openness policies.

As new secrecy challenges have emerged with the advent of the Trump Administration,¹ public interest groups are increasingly looking to FOIA as an avenue to access government information.² FOIA requesters, however, face constant obstacles that include long delays, abused FOIA exemptions, and heavily censored documents. There are myriad ways agencies impede access to information, and understanding the contours of the law can help overcome these hurdles. FOIA works best when requesters are not only armed with knowledge of the inner-workings of FOIA, but also look towards collaboration as an avenue to overcoming the many challenges to access.

The growth in FOIA use provides new opportunities for cross-sector coordination on openness initiatives. Collaboration helps maximize the power of the law by linking experts doing FOIA work across policy areas to facilitate more strategic and effective requesting, resulting in stronger demands for information and greater overall transparency. Coordination is also critical to reduce redundancy and excess requests that bog down FOIA offices, and to ensure requesters exhaust all avenues to obtain the desired information and choose strategically when bringing FOIA lawsuits.

OTG brings together groups to facilitate coordination between advocates and open government experts on ways to increase access to information and best utilize FOIA.³ This guide highlights successful collaborative approaches to FOIA identified during coalition strategy meetings and roundtable discussions and provides recommendations to help plan productive FOIA efforts.

The Guide

The guide presents a collection of case studies of FOIA initiatives that have led to important information disclosures. The examples identify best practices in collaborative FOIA efforts and investigative work involving openness advocates, journalists, litigators and grassroots organizations working on a range of
policy issues. Recommendations based on the lessons learned from the collection of successful FOIA efforts follow the case studies.4

This study emphasizes the need for additional examples of successful FOIA cases to help guide FOIA work. The project is being coordinated with the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press, and the guide will be published on RCFP’s FOIA Wiki site, which receives contributions from the FOIA Project, MuckRock, National Security Archive, FOIA Mapper, and the general public. By adding the guide to the FOIA Wiki, the goal is to provide a resource for the public to add additional coordinated FOIA efforts that stand out as notable successes, identify trends and share lessons learned.
II. FOIA SUCCESS STORIES

1. Collaborating on FOIA investigations to uncover secret lobbying

Coordinated FOIA work between transparency advocates and experienced journalists can expose documents that increase public awareness and help advance transparency reforms. The Freedom of the Press Foundation (FPF) and journalist Jason Leopold joined forces in 2016 to file targeted FOIAs and litigate to obtain Justice Department records that revealed the Obama Administration’s secret efforts to block FOIA legislation. The case provides lessons on ways transparency groups can benefit from working closely with FOIA journalists to identify and obtain records that enhance advocacy goals.

In 2015, FPF filed a FOIA for evidence of secret lobbying after receiving a tip that the Obama administration had opposed a FOIA reform bill that was on the verge of passing but died in December of 2014. After receiving no records from the Justice Department, the group filed a lawsuit in to force the Department to process the request.5

As a result of the lawsuit, FPF received a six-page memo and email correspondence confirming suspicions of the Justice Department’s efforts to undermine the reforms.6 FPF’s Executive Director Trevor Timm worked with Leopold, whose own FOIA requests yielded documents demonstrating that the SEC and FTC also meddled in reform efforts. The documents received widespread attention after Leopold published a piece for VICE News in March 2016, as Congress was again debating a new FOIA reform bill, the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016.7

The publication of the records, timed to correspond to that year’s Sunshine Week events, raised public awareness of the urgent need for FOIA reforms and helped in the final push for the passage and signing of the FOIA bill. The reforms were a major transparency victory, enshrining provisions that advocates had been promoting for a decade and significantly advancing the public’s right to know.8

FOIA Tip: Collaborate with investigative journalists on FOIA efforts to break stories that raise public awareness and fuel advocacy campaigns.
2. Partnering with FOIA litigators to unveil government monitoring of protests

FOIA planning between groups with the capacity to litigate and subject matter experts with grassroots reach can lead to positive transparency gains. Color Of Change (COC) is a grassroots organization that works directly with communities impacted by government surveillance practices, and the Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR) has years of experience with FOIA litigation. Together, they were able to identify relevant records and sustain litigation to secure the release of evidence of secret government monitoring of protests.

The case began in July 2016, when COC and CCR filed a set of FOIA requests with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for records related to government monitoring of Black Lives Matter (BLM) protests and organizers. The groups prepared for litigation early on in the process, under the assumption that the DHS and FBI would deny access or heavily redact the records sought. After receiving no documents from either agency, the groups filed a lawsuit in October 2016, arguing that the information requested was of vital public importance.

The lawsuit was cited widely in the press, and led to the release of documents on government monitoring of Black Lives Matter protests, including internal emails and field reports that were circulated among law enforcement agencies in 2016. The records provide important primary source documentation that have helped increase public awareness about the civil rights and privacy threats stemming from government monitoring of organizing and dissent.

3. Planning FOIA litigation to expose secret influence of private contractors

Another case involving the Center for Constitutional Rights shows how early planning between subject matter experts and attorneys on FOIA litigation can bring about important court decisions and lay bare the influence of private companies in policymaking. In this case, Detention Watch Network (DWN) worked with CCR to prepare for litigation early, predicting that they would need to challenge the government’s use of the “trade secrets” exemption to block information from release. The early planning helped prepare for the unusual intervention of private contractors in the case, and contributed to a landmark court decision opening up avenues to push for greater overall transparency in government contracting.
In November 2013, DWN and CCR filed a joint FOIA request with DHS and Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) for documents relating to the “detention bed mandate,” a quota set by Congress that requires ICE to maintain 34,000 beds in immigration detention centers at any given time. The request asked for internal documents to better understand the impact of the quota on detention policy, including agreements with contractors and communications between private companies and government officials.

After receiving no documents in response to the request, the groups filed a lawsuit. The court ruled that the details of all government contracts with private detention companies were subject to public release under the FOIA, and the government decided not to appeal the decision. However, the private prison companies CCA and GEO Group then intervened to block the release of the responsive records.

The Supreme Court denied hearing the case in October 2017, rejecting the private contractors’ unusual attempt to keep the records secret after the government had acceded to the lower court’s ruling. The case led to the release of documents revealing how companies such as CCA and GEO Group reap enormous benefits from the bed quota, and influence policies that result in higher numbers of arrests and detentions of immigrants. The final decision marked an important gain for groups advocating against the privatization of immigration detention, and a major advancement for broader transparency efforts related to private government contracting.

4. Working with subject matter experts and journalists to reveal conflicts of interests

American Oversight coordinates on FOIA initiatives with subject matter experts and journalists in ways that exemplify good FOIA practice. As part of their investigations into harmful chemicals used by the EPA across the country, for example, the group collaborates with the Environmental Working Group (EWG), bringing together its FOIA and litigation skills with the subject matter expertise of EWG. The groups are currently pursuing a FOIA lawsuit for documents regarding EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt’s decision to overrule agency scientists and continue the use of neurotoxic pesticides.

American Oversight has also worked with New York Times journalists on efforts to raise public awareness about Pruitt’s relationships to industry representatives. The group sued the EPA in June 2017 to force the agency to comply with FOIA requests for copies of Pruitt’s calendars from February through May 2017, and then worked with NYT journalist Eric Lipton to analyze and draw out conclusions from the released documents. The effort sparked a front-page story that exposed how Pruitt’s meeting schedule significantly favored energy and chemical industry executives and lobbyists.
5. Targeting multiple agencies to uncover military involvement in domestic surveillance

Researching the various agencies that could be in possession of desired information is an important step in the FOIA process. Targeting multiple agencies with the same FOIA can help the requester get the information they are looking for, sometimes unearthing records that shed light on previously unknown government monitoring practices.

Human Rights Watch researcher Sarah St. Vincent found through FOIA work that the Air Force had documents in its archives on domestic surveillance of Americans by the military. The revelations came after St. Vincent filed FOIA requests with twenty-two federal agencies, including with other Pentagon components and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), seeking records related to the government’s use of intelligence surveillance laws for counter-narcotics or immigration enforcement purposes. The requests asked for legal, policy, and other documents relating to Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), and Executive Order 12333, laws the government uses as the basis for large-scale U.S. surveillance programs that affect people in the United States as well as Americans abroad.\textsuperscript{17}

The FOIAs led to the disclosure of records from the Air Force revealing for the first time a Defense Department policy that apparently authorizes warrantless monitoring of U.S. citizens and green-card holders.\textsuperscript{18} HRW featured the documents in its reporting, and the revelations have played a central role in raising public awareness, and fueling public advocacy campaigns aimed at enhancing oversight and accountability for warrantless surveillance programs.\textsuperscript{19}

6. Designing collaborative FOIA platforms to enhance transparency at the community level

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and MuckRock have spearheaded vanguard initiatives that foster greater information access throughout the country. The groups provide innovative platforms for the public to file their own information requests, and obtain records needed to better understand how law enforcement policies are being implemented in local communities. The efforts exemplify ways groups with national reach can promote widespread use of state and local open records laws to access information that is not available through other channels.
EFF’s “Street-Level Surveillance” documentation project is enhancing transparency relating to surveillance technologies increasingly used by law enforcement. As part of the project, EFF and MuckRock created a crowd sourcing site that provides a template for anyone to file requests to get information about local law enforcement surveillance practices, such as biometrics data collection programs. The information released through this project has been pivotal in community efforts to hold local law enforcement accountable for public expenses and incidents of police abuse.

MuckRock has also partnered directly with local groups, such as the Lucy Parson Labs - a Chicago-based collaboration between data scientists, transparency activists and technologies - to use FOIA to investigate the use of surveillance equipment by the Chicago Police Department. This collaboration has also fueled transparency and accountability efforts related to the use of new surveillance devices by law enforcement, particularly in cases where these devices have been used to target social organizing and protests.

7. Lobbying in coalitions to obtain records on government dissent

FOIA success sometimes requires working in coalitions to advocate for changes to the law. The National Security Archive (the Archive) did this successfully, joining forces with a coalition of open government advocates pushing for FOIA reforms in 2016 to limit use of certain exemptions by agencies keeping important historical records under seal. It was only after the reforms passed into law that the Archive was able to get the documents it had sought under FOIA for two decades.

The Archive first submitted a request in 1997 to the Department of State for records on the “Dissent Channel,” an informal means of communication established during the Vietnam War for State Department employees to express their dissent over certain policies. The State Department denied access under Exemption 5 of the FOIA, which allows agencies to withhold certain categories of privileged information, including deliberative records. The Archive submitted the request again in 2016, this time taking advantage of the new provision that advocates fought to include in the FOIA Improvement Act that prohibited the use of Exemption 5 to claim the deliberative process privilege for records more than 25 years old. The Archive filed suit in April 2017 to compel the agency to process and finally release the requested records.

The judge ruled in the Archive’s favor, leading to the disclosure of files that document a long trend of formal critiques of U.S. policy by State Department Foreign Service Officers. The records provide important insight into the historical significance of the Dissent Channel, which made headlines when it
was reactivated in January 2017, when over 1,000 diplomats signed a memo opposing the White House “Travel Ban,” that suspended immigration from seven majority-Muslim countries. 24

8. Using open records laws at the state level to strengthen accountability

State and local transparency laws can be effective tools when federal agencies keep information under wraps. Journalists with E&E News rely on state public records laws to break stories about EPA nominees25 and on media access restrictions imposed by the EPA when Administrator Scott Pruitt announces controversial policy changes.26 Washington Post journalists have also used state-based laws to develop a database on police accountability, documenting cases of systematic police rehiring after being fired for misconduct.27

Organizations that focus on federal FOIA action are also using local open records laws as part of their investigative work. In one case, Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW) filed a request with the Secret Service in October 2017 for information on how much Vice President Mike Pence’s trip to Indianapolis cost taxpayers, when he traveled there to watch and then leave a football game in protest. While waiting for the Secret Service to respond, CREW’s Chief FOIA Counsel Anne Weismann filed an open records request with the Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department for documentation on the cost of Pence’s visit to the city to attend the football game. In response, CREW quickly received records from the Indianapolis MPD, which showed that the trip cost more than $14,000 in local police expenses. The records generated media attention and demonstrated how local and state open records laws can be powerful tools to obtain information that the federal government often withholds from the public.

9. Long term FOIA investigations divulge government waste & abuse

Long-term investigative work and institutional knowledge of government policy fosters positive FOIA results. Because of their decades of experience, POGO investigators know how to target records with information on potential conflicts of interest that can be relevant years down the road. POGO’s long-term investigative prowess has led to FOIA disclosures exposing waste and abuse, such as army contractors hiding deadly chemical risks, abuses by contractors providing services at torture prisons, and more.
In 2017, POGO’s FOIA work helped thwart the confirmation of a nominee with a questionable past. As part of its investigations into FEMA housing contracts after Hurricane Katrina, POGO initially filed a FOIA in 2006 for records relating to the former head of FEMA’s Recovery Division, Daniel Craig, including communication between Craig and companies that received $500 million in non-competitive contracts. Years later, POGO received a partial response from DHS and other records were sent to the DHS Office of the Inspector General (IG), which denied access to certain records, citing personal privacy and law enforcement exemptions.

POGO appealed the decision, and 11 years after the initial request, the DHS IG finally released an investigative report to POGO, providing insight into Craig’s employment negotiations with two of the four FEMA housing contractors, one of which was a client of Craig’s post-FEMA employer. Around the same time as the IG release of that report, Craig’s name also re-surfaced as President Trump’s nominee for FEMA Deputy Administrator. Craig quickly withdrew his nomination in September 2017, however, after POGO and NBC started asking questions based on findings from the FOIA records and government officials became aware of Craig’s questionable past.

10. Using foreign information laws to access files on human rights abuses

International collaboration with open government groups and journalists can lead to the release of information on U.S. diplomacy and national security policies. Partnering with groups in other countries that have strong freedom of information laws opens up avenues to access information blocked by U.S. agencies. The result can lead to greater access to files relevant to better understanding the impact of U.S. assistance to governments responsible for human rights abuses, in some cases, in violation of U.S. laws.

The National Security Archive regularly partners with open government organizations in other countries to coordinate use of information laws to gain access to information about issues relevant to advocacy efforts across borders. The Archive has worked with groups in Mexico, for example, to request records relating to U.S. security assistance and human rights cases. The coordinated requests in both countries have led to the disclosure of records leading to press attention in the U.S. and Mexico, and supporting the advocacy efforts of human rights defenders and reform advocates in both countries.
III. CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion

Successful FOIA initiatives take place in an ecosystem encompassing an array of actors working to raise public awareness and promote government accountability. While the outcome of every FOIA case depends on multiple factors, and there is no magic template for filing requests that guarantees success, there are notable patterns that emerge when examining success stories that can help guide a requester in their approach to FOIA.

One of the primary lessons that emerge out of this study is that successful FOIA work is greatly enhanced through collaboration, which includes: coordinating with journalists to share documents and break stories; connecting subject matter experts with FOIA specialists; consulting with FOIA litigators; planning joint advocacy strategies around FOIA requests, and; working with a coalition to change the law. As the public and advocacy community relies more on FOIA, collaboration can lead to new relationships between openness advocates working on various issue areas and amplify collective demands for transparency and accountability. Increasing coordination is also important to help consolidate requests to reduce FOIA redundancy and agency backlogs.  

The cases examined in this guide represent a tiny fraction of the broad universe of successful FOIA initiatives, and understanding new lessons requires a much larger sample size and regular updates with new cases. By hosting this guide on the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press FOIA Wiki site, the goal is to encourage FOIA experts and the public to add new and emerging cases that document additional lessons to help requesters map out effective strategies in their FOIA work.

Recommendations

FOIA Fundamentals

1. Do the background research

Before filing a FOIA, it is critical to do thorough background research to be able to develop a well-crafted request and to prepare to respond to FOIA offices if asked to provide additional information or narrow a request. Reaching out to other researchers, investigators, and FOIA specialists working on the same issue is an important step in the FOIA process, in order to understand what information is already available and to prepare for an administrative appeal when it is time to challenge agency denials.
2. Locate the right agency

Search the agency website for the FOIA office contact. Agencies accept requests by email, fax or mail. The Justice Department’s FOIA.gov website provides directions on how to file a request, includes a portal to file directly with certain agencies, and directs users to FOIA systems of agencies that are not yet linked to the site. FOIAonline is another government site run by the EPA that gives the public the ability to file requests directly with a number of agencies, including DHS and DOJ components.

3. Describe the specific records

Provide enough details about the specific records sought in FOIA requests so that the records can be located with a reasonable amount of effort. This includes information on the type of document, title, subject area, date of creation if known, original source of the record, or other relevant details. If you do not have details about specific records, provide enough event-related information, such as the date and circumstance surrounding the event the record covers, to facilitate the conduct of an organized, non-random search for your requested records.

4. Request a fee waiver

Requesters can ask the agency to waive or reduce search and copy fees if they think the fees are too high, or if the fees are fair but the total charges make the request prohibitively expensive. The law provides that the agency “shall” waive or reduce fees if the requester meets the public interest test. Requesters may also be entitled to fee benefits if they fall within a certain category of requester. Apart from the fee waiver request, it is important to identify yourself for fee categorization purposes, and indicate that you are a “non-commercial” requester, in order to avoid paying excessive fees.

5. Expedite the requests

In some circumstances, agencies will grant a request for expedited processing for reporters, organizations or individuals who demonstrate they are “primarily engaged in disseminating information,” and if the request concerns a matter of “compelling need.” The Justice Department also provides for expedited processing to public interest groups for requests that concern a matter of “widespread and exceptional media interest in which there exist possible questions about the government’s integrity which affect public confidence.” There are additional ways to avoid long processing delays, including keeping the request targeted and specific, and offering to speak with the FOIA officer to help them locate the responsive documents.

FOIA Tip: Use cloud sharing software to share requests and responsive documents with the public. The sharing provides updated examples for new and experienced requesters of FOIA best practices.
6. Target various agencies

Requesting information from multiple agencies can often yield positive results. Additionally, filing the same request with multiple agencies can also help reduce inter-agency referrals, which can add extra time to the processing of the request.

7. Appeal the denial

Federal agencies often fail to adhere to FOIA’s disclosure requirements either procedurally or substantively. When this occurs, requesters can appeal adverse decisions to higher authorities within an agency.40

FOIA Collaboration

1. Approach FOIA with a philosophy of openness

FOIA users who consistently share their requests, appeals, and documents with the public play an essential role in advancing FOIA best practices.41 While there is often a need to initially keep documents internal while conducting investigations or planning media strategies, the open availability of the documents ultimately leads to more efficient FOIA requesting. Through an open approach, the public can see how FOIAs are crafted, identify language that works, and avoid receiving the same FOIA denials seen in other cases.

2. Learn the landscape

Before filing requests, it is best practice to learn about other groups that are engaged in similar FOIA work, and coordinate with organizations and individuals seeking the same information. This helps build collective knowledge between groups working towards similar advocacy goals and provides opportunities for collaboration that helps reduce FOIA redundancies. By learning the landscape, requesters with subject matter expertise can benefit from connecting with FOIA experts and lawyers.

3. Plan litigation strategies early and litigate strategically

The cases highlighted in this study demonstrate that early FOIA litigation planning can help prepare for agency denials and court challenges. Preparing for a FOIA case that is expected to require litigation by working with lawyers early in the process can help lay the groundwork for success. Talking with experts who know FOIA case law is increasingly important to ensure groups are choosing litigation carefully.
4. Coordinate early with journalists

Developing relationships with journalists is important to achieving the best results from FOIA work. It is also important for journalists to reach out to FOIA experts and researchers as they shape their own requests and prepare stories.

5. Promote FOIA reforms

Successful FOIA disclosures in some cases require legislative reforms to force the release of the desired information. Groups that have been filing FOIA requests for decades provide important institutional knowledge needed to promote reforms to FOIA that strengthen the law and enhance the public’s right to know.

6. Use state and local open records laws

Using state and local open records laws can be an effective way to gain access to information that the federal government blocks from disclosure. Several cases highlighted in this study show how requesting documents at the local level can provide information about federal spending and can be a powerful tool to expose government waste and abuse.

7. Look in archives overseas

Collaborating on FOIA requests with civil society groups in other countries can be an effective way to obtain relevant information on U.S. foreign policy that exists in archives overseas. Groups in countries with strong information laws can help open up avenues for information that U.S. agencies keep hidden from the public.

Check out Open the Government’s report that examines attacks on the public’s right to know, as well as the state of transparency in the White House, the Department of Justice, the Department of Homeland Security, and the Environmental Protection Agency.
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